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1 Introduction

This paper addresses the question of how to successfully create durable and
scalable software architectures that enable the underlying design intent of the system
to survive over a period of many years, such that no accidental dependencies are
introduced as part of further software development and maintenance. Some may
question whether this goal is achievable. In real-world software projects the concern
about software architecture usually increases with team size, but in the end, when it
comes to building a system, software is cobbled together without effective control
over the dependencies that are created between various pieces. In order to prevent
long-term design degradation, and in order to efficiently execute software
development in-the-large, the introduction of dependencies between components
needs to be actively managed, relying on tools for the mechanical enforcement of
standards and rules.
Of course model-driven generation can be used to enforce specific patterns and to
prevent arbitrary dependencies. That still leaves the work of those who produce
prototypes and reference implementations from which generator configurations and
templates are derived. If a single person produces the complete reference
implementation, and if that person consciously and carefully thinks about every
dependency in the design, then all is fine. In reality, consciously managing the impact
of every dependency is only possible by adhering to a set of guiding principles for
encapsulation and abstraction, even in a single-developer project. The larger the
software development effort, the greater the need for conscious dependency
management.
The principles described in this document are a natural extension to the six principles
for design by contract.
 Whereas the design-by-contract principles focus on precision in the specification

of component behavior,
 the principles for fully externalized interface definitions described in this document

focus on precision in the delimitation of types that can be used in the
communication between components.

The latter principles have a direct impact on the package/module/component
structure of software code, and therefore their correct application can easily be
verified (mechanically) in the code base. If correct usage is confirmed, then a
(potential) component user can understand what each component is doing by looking
at the component specification, without having to look inside.
The concept of fully externalized interfaces adds value to all non-trivial software
development projects, and is particularly well suited for use in a model-driven
software development process. A major influence on the material developed in this
paper is the concept of uniformity that underpins the KobrA software product line
approach [ABKLMPWZ 2002], in which every behavior-rich software entity is treated
uniformly, regardless of its granularity or location in the "containment tree" that
describes a software system. In other words software entities - which in KobrA are
called "Komponents" - have the property of a fractal.
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Taken together, the two sets of principles mentioned above form the foundation for
Industrialized Software Asset Development, serving the following goals:

 Promotion of reuse and pluggability of software assets1

 Provision of patterns for the design of Open Source software assets that help
maximize the (re)use potential of Open Source software assets

 Providing support for the mass-customization2 of software products, i.e. the
management of variability in a software product family

 Provision of a set of simple rules that limit the creation of dependencies between
software assets, so that Model-Driven Software Development tools can be used
to enforce software architecture specified in the form of models.

In describing standards for software component development, we work from the
inside out: starting with a single component and its specification, then looking at its
use, at customization/extension, and lastly taking one step back and raising the level
of abstraction by one level.

2 Component Specifications

2.1 The Problematic Side of Design Patterns
Design patterns - and patterns in general it seems - tend to encourage describing the
solution in more precise terms than the problem, i.e. by leading from context to the
solution, they focus inwards, on the "how" rather than the "what". There are
exceptions, but software pattern authors generally tend to prefer precise descriptions
of a solution over precise descriptions of the context to which the solution applies. In
a model and domain-driven approach however, the need for precision starts at the
level of abstraction of the problem space. Ironically, the principles for externalized
interface definitions can of course be described as a design pattern.
If we want to build durable software, we need to use component specification
techniques that force us to focus on understanding the "what" first. What services do
clients want from my component? And precisely what is the "language" that my
clients understand or want to talk in?
A classical design pattern to control and limit dependencies between
components/subsystems is the façade pattern [GoF 1994], and that's about as far as
most projects worry about dependencies. In fact, the façade pattern is a good
example of a pattern that is obviously very useful, but is not specific enough to
achieve active dependency management without further qualification. The usage
example in the GoF book completely ignores the dependencies created by the types
used in the signatures of the operations exposed in the façade. The particular types
used in the operations of the example seem to reside inside the subsystem that is
supposed to be encapsulated by the façade. The façade pattern says nothing about
                                                
1 Model-Driven Software Development defines a software asset as "anything from models,
components, frameworks, generators, to languages and techniques".
2 Mass customization meets the requirements of increasingly heterogeneous markets by
"producing goods and services to match individual customer's needs with near mass
production efficiency".
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whether these types must be defined within the subsystem, or whether these types
could also be defined externally.
No subsystem lives in a vacuum. If a second subsystem communicates with the first
via the façade, it depends not only on the façade, but also on the types exposed via
the façade. If the second subsystem makes use of one of these types in its own
façade, all of its clients end up depending on the first subsystem. The more
subsystems end up depending on the types exposed in the façade of the first
subsystem in the way just illustrated (i.e. not as direct dependents, but rather as
"second cousins"), the less justification there is for keeping the type definitions in the
first subsystem. But none of the other subsystems would provide a more logical
home either… This should be enough to set the scene for the concept of fully
externalized interfaces.

2.2 What is a Component?
Although the concept of a component has been around for a number of years, the
concept is still (2004) not used consistently across the software industry. The
problem is mainly educational, exacerbated by the slightly different spin that vendors
tend to put on new concepts to differentiate themselves. Just as with object
orientation, a lot of damage has been done by hype and setting wrong expectations.
At least there is hope based on the UML standardization effort, vendors now have
come to a common ground that is reflected in the UML 2 [OMG UML] definition of
"component":

A component is a modular part of a system that encapsulates its contents and
whose manifestation is replaceable within its environment. A component defines its
behavior in terms of provided and required interfaces. As such, a component serves
as a type, whose conformance is defined by these provided and required interfaces
(encompassing both their static as well as dynamic semantics).

Even if this definition is not necessarily a literary gem, it at least provides a common
denominator on which we can build – further relevant OMG specifications of
component semantics are part of the UML meta model and MOF. For practical
purposes, and untainted by vendor specific interpretations [Brown 2000] (pages 62-
63) provides an excellent description of the essence of components. We just quote
the most important points that complement the UML 2 definition:

Component approaches concentrate design efforts on defining interfaces to pieces of
a system, and describing an application as the collaborations that occur among those
interfaces. The interface is the focal point for all analysis and design activities.
Implementers of a component can design and build the component in any
appropriate technology as long as it supports the operations of the interface and is
compatible with the execution environment. Similarly, users of another component
can define their use of that component by reference only to its interfaces. This
provides a measure of independence between component developers, and improves
the flexibility of the system as the components are upgraded and replaced. …
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Solutions are designed as collections of collaborating components. However, there
are different abstract levels on which this component design may be considered.

The first paragraph of this description simply spells out the basic implications of the
UML definition of a component. The second paragraph stresses the importance of
the usage environment of components, and the relevance of different levels of
abstraction - which is taken much further by KobrA [ABKLMPWZ 2002].
Beyond the basic definition of a component, the UML 2 standard [OMG UML]
provides several improvements for the specification of software components, notably
the distinction between provided and required interfaces, and the concept of ports,
which provides a natural way to precisely model nested components.

2.3 Precise Component Specifications
Design by contract [Meyer 1997], which defines a component interface as a
collection of operations with signatures, invariants, and pre- and post-conditions is a
good starting point, and can be applied to provided and required interfaces. The
design by contract principles are best expressed using the following terminology from
[MM 2002]:

A command is a stereotype of operation that can change the state of an object but
does not return a result.
A query is a stereotype of operation that returns a result but that does not change
the state (visible properties) of an object.

Armed with these definitions, the design by contract principles are the following
(again taken from [MM 2002]):

1. Separate queries from commands.
2. Separate basic queries from derived queries. Derived queries can be specified

in terms of basic queries. In other words, reuse simple queries to build more
complex queries, and avoid duplication in query specifications.

3. For each derived query, write a post-condition that specifies what result will
be returned in terms of one or more basic queries. Then, if we know the
values of the basic queries, we also know the values of derived queries.

4. For each command, write a post-condition that specifies the value of every
basic query. Now we know the total visible effect of each command.

5. For every query and command, decide on a suitable pre-condition. Pre-
conditions constrain when clients may call the queries and commands.

6. Write invariants to define unchanging properties of objects. Concentrate on
properties that help the reader build an appropriate conceptual model of the
abstraction that the class embodies.
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Design by contract is a useful technique as part of a test-driven approach, and just as
with any test-driven approach it is necessary for a project to agree up to what level
the technique is applied. In a system of nested subsystems design by contract adds
the most value when applied to the interfaces of the highest-level subsystems.
In fact, writing automated tests can be a very convenient and natural way to provide
"sufficiently complete and precise interface specifications" for your components.
Allowable interaction patterns between a component and its clients are an important
part of a component's interface specification. These interaction patterns are ideally
captured in the form of tests, which then provide a component user with valuable
knowledge on how a component is intended to be used. So writing automated tests
adds significant value beyond "testing". It can enable component users to make use
of a component without having to dig deep into the implementation to understand it.
As required, the principles of design by contract and test-driven development can be
applied at lower levels - for example by pragmatically creating automated unit tests
(and writing appropriate constraints) to catch defects that have been uncovered in
manual function testing.
In order to be able to use a component properly, we need a specification of the
intended or valid usage protocol. I.e. a precise specification of allowable interaction
patterns between a client and the component. Above we have already indicated how
test-driven development can be used to that end. On the topic of visual, non-code-
based specifications of interaction patterns, we refer to the interesting work on
CoCoNuts [Reussner].
In [Cleaveland 2001] Craig Cleaveland introduces the useful concept of a dependent-
type-set for a component c, which is defined recursively as follows:

1. The type of c is a member of the dependent-type-set.

2. If t is in the dependent-type-set, then so are all superclasses of t.

3. If t is in the dependent-type-set, then so are all types referenced in the source
code of t, including the types of parameter values, instance variables, local
variables, and each expression.

For many objects in software systems encountered in practice, the dependent-type-
set consists of most, or even all the types of the system. In other words: these
systems are not component-based, as they don't allow reuse of specific objects in the
form of self-contained components.
Component based software development focuses on minimizing the dependent-type-
sets of components, so that individual components or small groups of collaborating
components can be deployed as a unit without having further external dependencies.
When building software using an object oriented language, there will always be a
some parts of the software that depends on intrinsic types and a set of base classes
provided by the language. It may be appropriate to allow the limited set of intrinsic
types and a well-defined set of base classes to be used throughout a system. The
use of all other types needs to be carefully managed, and this also includes types
defined in libraries and frameworks that are part of the wider language environment.
Typically these non-trivial types only need to be used in one or a few specific
components, and their use should not be scattered arbitrarily throughout a system.
Hardly any software development project starts with a clean slate. Often a given
system exists and needs to be extended, or a new system needs to fit into an
existing set of systems and subsystems. This means it makes sense to examine how
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loose coupling of components can incrementally be achieved in such an
environment.
The first step to active dependency management within software is to introduce
component interfaces, and then to limit the use of types in component interfaces to
well-defined sets. We distinguish two stereotypes of components: <<subsystems>>
and <<platforms>>, with the former containing the component implementation, and
the latter serving as the dependent-type-set for the former. In the remainder of this
document we simply talk about Components and Component Platforms to refer to
<<subsystem>> components and <<platform>> components respectively.
Initially the implementation of some Component interfaces may need to be wired up
to non-component based existing code, and we concentrate on defining sensible
boundaries and corresponding interfaces for our Components based on the
principles of FULLY EXTERNALIZED COMPONENT INTERFACE DEFINITIONS:

1. The types exposed in a Component interface are all defined in a Component
Platform that resides outside the Component. Thus a Component Platform
exposes the types contained within it, and is therefore fundamentally different
from a Component.

2. Components may either contain realizations of the types used in their
interface, or they may obtain access to instances of the types used in their
interface via an interface of the corresponding Component Platform.

3. The interfaces of several Components within an architectural layer may
share a common Component Platform.

4. For convenience purposes a Component Platform may be defined as a
union of other Component Platforms.

5. The level of abstraction can be raised by constructing a Component
Platform from a group of collaborating Components and their common
Component Platform, and using a façade and any required helper classes to lift
the API. The implementation (the "contained" Component Platform and the
collaborating Components depending on it) is physically contained in a separate
implementation package, so that the macro-level Component Platform only
exposes the types that are used by macro-level Components.
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Principles 1 and 2 are illustrated in Figure 1.

cd Component

coolStuff::
CoolStuff

ComponentSpecification

componentPlatform::
ComponentPlatform

ComponentPlatformSpecification

Open Source 
Code in red

Figure 1 Fully Externalized Interface Definitions

We see that:

 The ComponentSpecification interface declaration sits outside the component
that realizes the interface.

 The types that are allowed to be used in ComponentSpecification (interface) are
defined in a separate ComponentPlatform package. These types may be realized
in the component (if the ComponentPlatform is a simple collection of type
definitions) or they may be obtained via the ComponentPlatformSpecification
interface (if the ComponentPlatform is a framework).

 If our component contains "cool stuff" that we want to promote for widespread
(re)use, then it is worthwhile to consider making certain pieces available in Open
Source format [with an appropriate Open Source license, for which the
requirements vary depending on the intended usage environment of the
component].

To limit dependencies between a set of collaborating components it is advisable to
define a "common currency" for communication between components. This is
achieved by mandating that all collaborating components make use of the same well-
defined set of types in their public interfaces, which leads us to principle 3.
The reasoning for introducing the concept of a Component Platform Specification
separate from Component Specifications becomes clear when we look at Figure 2:
externalized component interface definitions lead us to think about the usage
environment of our component, about "what" our component needs to provide.
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cd ComponentUse

componentPlatform:
:

ComponentPlatformComponentPlatformSpecification

coolStuff2::
CoolStuff2

ComponentSpecification2

coolStuff3::
CoolStuff3

ComponentSpecification3

coolStuff::
CoolStuff

ComponentSpecification

Figure 2 Component Usage Environment

The Fully Externalized Component Interface Definitions principles are applicable at
all levels of granularity, and they provide a practically usable interpretation of the
relativity of platforms in MDA [OMG MDA] as we shall see later. Figure 2 also hints at
the reasoning behind the specific pieces that are potential candidates for an Open
Source implementation.
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2.4 Using Open Source as a Quality/Standardization Driver
Making a Component Specification and the corresponding Component Platform
including its specification Open Source, promotes competition for cost efficient
implementations. The first step might be a competitor who comes up with a better
implementation of our "cool stuff", i.e. it may perform better, require less memory, but
adheres to the same specification. In particular if our "cool stuff" has been successful
(others have built on it), there will be a strong incentive for the competitor to support
the interface of our original "cool stuff" component.
Why would a commercial software vendor be interested in opening up commercially
successful software in that way? Think about the following:
 Making the component specifications available in Open Source form sends a

strong message to the market: we've got this "cool stuff", we want you to use it
without needing to worry about vendor lock-in.

 Price is not everything. If the potential market is large, a quick expansion and
development of the market may lead to more revenue than a high price and a
completely closed architecture.

 The timing in making the relevant source code Open Source can be used as a
tool to manage revenue. You want to have a fairly well featured
component/product before you Open Source the specification. The competition
will take a while to produce a cheaper clone, which provides a window of time for
recouping the investment into the first release. In case your implementation is of
high quality, the competition might never catch up. Otherwise, as we shall see
later, you can use a competitor's improvement as a stepping stone forward.
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3 Extension and Evolution

Usage of a software component in a number of systems and contexts leads to new
insights and new requirements, and possibly to a demand for variations of the
component. By focussing on the "what", externalized component interface definitions
lead to the expression of variabilities in the language of the problem domain rather
than in the language of the solution domain. The simplest form of evolving a
component is by extending the interface as shown in Figure 3 to provide "really cool
stuff".

cd ComponentExtension

ReallyCoolStuff
ReallyCoolSpecification

ComponentSpecification

«interface»
somePlace::ReallyCoolSpecification

«interface»
macroLevelPlatform::ComponentSpecification

componentPlatform:
:

ComponentPlatform
ComponentPlatformSpecification

For backwards-
compatibi l i ty 
and to enable 
incremental 
migration of 
cl ients

Figure 3 Component Extension

In this scenario the Component Platform stays the same. The new
ReallyCoolSpecification may or may not need to be Open Source, depending on
whether the ComponentSpecification is Open Source, and depending on the flavor
of the Open Source license used.
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Open Source licenses that require extensions/modifications to be bound to the same
license are beneficial to the entire software community if some organization develops
a useful extension. This may mean that a competitor overtakes the original developer
of CoolStuff. However this model also enables the original developer to leap onto
any improvements and take them to the next level. Hence the resulting competition is
constructive and not destructive, it enables the software community to build on the
achievements of others, and market economics automatically lead to the selection of
the most maintainable implementations.
The next possible kind of component extension involves an extension of the
Component Platform to be able to deliver "ultimately cool stuff".

cd PlatformExtension

platformExtension:
:CoolPlatform

CoolPlatformSpecification

«interface»
somePlace::CoolPlatformSpecification

«interface»
macroLevelPlatform::ComponentPlatformSpecification

UltimatelyCoolStuff

UltimatelyCoolSpecificaton

ComponentSpecification

«interface»
somePlace::UltimatelyCoolSpecificaton

«interface»
macroLevelPlatform::ComponentSpecification

For backwards-
compatibi l i ty 
and to enable 
incremental 
migration of 
cl ients

(from componentExtension)

Figure 4 Component Platform Extension

In this scenario the comments/incentives regarding Open Source are exactly the
same as in the previous scenario, i.e. depending on the licensing model the
CoolPlatform may or may not be Open Source.
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4 Stacks of Component Platforms

The concept of fully externalized interfaces can be applied at all levels of granularity,
and we start again with the picture of collaborating components to illustrate this point.

cd macroLev elPlatform

componentPlatform

+ ComponentPlatform
ComponentPlatformSpecification

coolStuff

+ CoolStuff
ComponentSpecification

coolStuff2

+ CoolStuff2
ComponentSpecification2

coolStuff3

+ CoolStuff3
ComponentSpecification3

«interface»
ComponentPlatformSpecification

«interface»
ComponentSpecification

«interface»
ComponentSpecification2

«interface»
ComponentSpecification3

«real ize»«real ize»«real ize»

«real ize»

Figure 5 Macro-Level Platform

To reduce the level of coupling for a client component that needs access to
functionality of all three components in Figure 5, it may be advisable to wrap the
three components into one "Macro-Level" Component Platform, which leads to
Figure 6.  Basically this is a form of API lifting.

cd PlatformStacks

MacroLev elPlatform

(from macroLevelPlatform)

componentPlatform::
ComponentPlatform

ComponentPlatformSpecification

coolStuff::
CoolStuff

ComponentSpecification

coolStuff3::
CoolStuff3

ComponentSpecification3

coolStuff2::
CoolStuff2

ComponentSpecification2

macroLev elPlatform::MacroLev elPlatformFacade

MacroLevelPlatformSpecification

ComponentSpecification3 ComponentSpecification2 ComponentSpecification ComponentPlatformSpecification

macroLev elComponent::
MacroLev elComponent

MacroLevelComponentSpecification

MacroLevelPlatformSpecification

«delegate»

Figure 6 Nested Platforms
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The façade depicted in Figure 6 does not have to be a single class in all
implementation scenarios. Also the diagram does not show details such as all the
other types beyond the façade that are defined in the macroLevelPlatform, which are
used by macroLevelComponent. The Macro Level Platform in Figure 6 is implemented
with the help of a macroLevelPlatformImpl package (Figure 7), which is the
container of the content in Figure 5.

cd MacroLev elComponentUse

macroLev elComponent

macroLev elPlatform

«interface»
MacroLevelComponentSpecification

«interface»
MacroLevelPlatformSpecification

macroLev elPlatformImpl
«real ize»

«real ize»

Figure 7 Macro-Level Component Use

We now have a scalable and well-defined technique for managing dependencies.
The interfaces of all our components have well-defined and limited dependent-type-
sets, and the implementation of our components can be exchanged without
impacting clients of our components.
Full componentization is achieved in a second step, by also channeling all
dependencies of a component's implementation through a component platform,
which then defines the dependent-type-set of the entire component, and starts to
grow from a simple collection of types into a framework. In summary this means:

1. Start componentization by defining appropriate component boundaries based on
available domain knowledge. Usually some domain analysis is required to
uncover domain knowledge and to represent it in formal models. A combined top-
down and bottom-up approach assists in the identification of appropriate
components for various architectural layers. Incrementally put in place
appropriate component interfaces using the principles of fully externalized
interfaces, and route communication between components through these
interfaces to limit the dependent-type-sets of the component interfaces.

2. Incrementally refactor the component implementations, to limit the dependent-
type-sets of each component by removing external dependencies and evolving
the relevant component platforms. Start with those components that cause the
most pain (maintenance costs), and continue until the dependent-type-sets of all
strategic3 components are restricted to well-defined component platforms.

                                                
3 Model-Driven Software Development defines strategic assets as the software assets at the
heart of your business—assets that grow into an active human- and machine-usable
knowledge base about your business and processes.
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Modern object-oriented languages that directly support the basic component concept
via packages and interfaces allow a straightforward implementation of component
platforms, and stacks of component platforms.
The difficulty in practice is to enforce the principle of externalized interface definitions
in large team environments where resources of various skill levels are working with a
code base. This is where MDSD [Bettin 2004] is extremely useful, as it can be used
to introduce component specification languages that represent the various
stereotypes of components that occur in the software architecture of a product or
product family as first class citizens. I.e. the application modeling language used by
application developers then typically does not allow creation of "components", but
only allows the creation of "Enterprise Components", "Business Components", etc. by
selecting from a list of component stereotypes that is predetermined by the software
architect [Bettin 2003]. The connections between components can be wired-up by
defining and using a module interconnecting language as illustrated in [Cleaveland
2001].

5 Practical Considerations

5.1 Components Supporting Multiple Interfaces
The techniques described in the previous sections are applicable to both peer-to-
peer communication between components and also to communication between
neighboring architectural layers. This may mean that a given component may need to
expose two or more types of interfaces: one for peer-to-peer communication, and
one for each architectural layer that touches the component.
Each type of interface may require a quite different Component Platform. This is
especially obvious when constructing a domain layer, where
 functional components have peer-to-peer interfaces - which should be as coarse

grained as possible,
 and where additionally application and presentation layers sit on top of the

domain layer, and require fine-grained access to domain objects so that these
can be represented/manipulated on the user interface.

There is nothing that prevents the externalization of interfaces for each interface of a
component, and hence a component may be associated with multiple component
platforms.
A component platform may be a simple collection of types, or it may be a full-fledged
application framework. The evolution of a component platform is determined by the
characteristics of the components that are built on top of it. If the components are
sufficiently different, the component platform may always remain a simple collection
of types. If however there are significant commonalties in the components using the
component platform, then an evolution towards an application framework is a natural
consequence. Insisting on externalized interface definitions not only serves the goal
of active dependency management, but also reduces the necessary amount of
refactoring required to distill an application platform from a set of related
components. It is worthwhile noting that the distillation of an application framework
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not only reduces the size of the code base, but also may eliminate the need for some
peer-to-peer component interfaces.

5.2 Mass Customization
The techniques described for component extension and evolution can obviously be
used to define variants as required. A component specification may however need to
accommodate several independent variabilities, resulting in a huge number of
possible variations. For example a component specification may allow:
 A choice of locale to determine the language in user interfaces and

documentation
 A choice of target technology environment: .NET or J2EE
 A choice of various persistence mechanisms
 …

In this type of situation - which is the typical mass customization scenario, it is
impractical to rely on reuse of pre-fabricated components. Instead the
implementation of decisions that resolve the variabilities in component specifications
are more practically addressed just before compile-time (at component configuration-
time), or in some cases even at run-time.
A model-driven variant configurator that implements a decision model for a software
product family, in conjunction with a model-driven generator, is a powerful tool to
assist with automated component configuration and assembly. If a code generator is
used to configure a component based on the values in a decision model, then
component-configuration-time is equivalent with generation-time. The generator
reads the decision model, and is used to generate necessary configuration
information and any required code to glue the generated components to the relevant
component platforms. Additionally, the generator may produce at least the skeletons
of any necessary code artifacts for a product instance that are not covered by
domain-specific frameworks contained in component platforms.

5.3 Componentization in Non-Software Product Line Settings
Not many software organizations develop large software product families and make
use of software mass customization. What value does componentization add in other
settings? The answer depends on the scale of the software that needs to be
supported, maintained, and developed. The scale is determined not only by the
physical size of the code base in terms of lines of code or a similar measure, but it is
also determined by the expected useful life of the software. If a software system is
built as a one-off system that is only expected to be used for - say two years, then
componentization may not add much value. However only very few systems fall into
this category. It is usually much too expensive to develop software that has such a
short life span.
Most software systems are expected to last at least three years, and in many cases
software systems remain in use over ten years or longer. The reason why [parts of]
software systems are sometimes redeveloped from scratch, is because software
maintenance and enhancements could not keep up the speed of change of
requirements, or with the speed of change in the prevalent technological environment
in which the software needs to execute.
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Non-componentized software is a major reason for inability to economically
implement software changes, because spurious complexity is introduced through
unlimited dependent-type-sets. This means that changes are accompanied by
unpredictable side effects, and it means a highly time-consuming trial-and-error
coding cycle for the software development team. In the absence of well-defined
component boundaries that provide known limits to the impact of a change, it is a
sheer impossibility for software developers to fully understand the implications of a
code change in a large base of non-componentized software.
Thus any software that has a life expectancy of three years or longer, and that
consists of several 100,000 lines of code, is worthwhile to componentize.

The low life expectancy that some organizations attach to their software is the result
of experience with non-componentized software, which for reasons explained above,
has a natural tendency to become less and less maintainable, and therefore typically
leads to a complete re-write at some point. But componentization is no silver bullet:
 If reasonably componentized software is neglected, it can easily degrade into

non-componentized software.
 There is no hard boundary between "non-componentized" and "componentized",

there are various grades from poorly-componentized to fully-componentized - and
different people may have different opinions of what represents a sufficient
degree of componentization.

 Component boundaries need to be drawn to maximize separation of concerns,
and need to take into consideration the commonalities and variabilities between
components, both at a technological as well as on a functional level. Arbitrarily
componentized software will be nearly as hard to maintain as non-componentized
software.

In the end, hard economic numbers count. If maintenance costs are not sustainable
the reasons can be any combination of the following:
1. The software is insufficiently or inappropriately componentized.

 Action: Assess your software inventory, and identify and replace your
software liabilities4. Componentization can be performed incrementally, and
provides a good opportunity to introduce economically driven build/buy/Open
Source decisions into the software development process. Is there a more
cost-effective off-the-shelf alternative for some components?

2. There is a lack of quality assurance measures, and low quality code leaks into
production software, making defects very expensive to fix. (Usually this goes
hand-in-hand with 1.)
 Action: Institute a rigorous and effective QA regime. (No need for it to be

overly bureaucratic).
3. The software development process is overly bureaucratic.

 Action: Adopt an agile approach, eliminate all "write-only" work products that
no one reads.

                                                
4 A software liability is software that is a cost burden, i.e. software that costs more than it is
delivering in value to the business.
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4. The software is feature-saturated, and the value of nice-to-have features to the
business is less than the cost of developing new features. (Rarely the case. This
can be the perception of an organization where the real problem is 1.)
 Action: Stop developing new functionality.
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